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Kyoto cuisine and Maiko evening at Gion Hatanaka
Watch the elegant Kyoto dance of Maiko apprentice geisha, experience hospitality with their 

elegant Kyoto dialect while being served sake and spend an enjoyable time in Gion. �ere is an 
English-speaking host and translator, and you are free to take pictures with the Maiko.

Fresh seasonal ingredients and English-speaking staff

No vegetarian or gluten free menus

Gion Hatanaka
Japanese Restaurant and Inn

Kamikura
Ishibe-koji Alley

Days: Mon./Wed./Fri. (�xed)/Sat.
By reservation only

505 Gionmachi Minamigawa,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-541-5315
Toll Free: 0120-041-814
www.thehatanaka.co.jp/english/

Ishibe-koji, 463-12 Shimokawaracho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

Times: 18:00 to 20:00 (Doors open at 17:40)
Rates: ¥19,000 per person
(incl. food, beverage, tax and service fee)

•A cancellation fee will be charged according to the 
cancellation policy
•All seats are non-smoking.
•An English explanation and program will be available.
•Credit cards are accepted. 

Enjoy Kyoto’s Gion to the fullest –
a special experience for
all your senses

TEL: 075-748-1841 
www.kyoto-
kamikura.com/
english/

Kamikura is a restaurant in Gion's Ishibe-koji, a 
stone-paved street known as one of Kyoto's most 
charming areas. You can enjoy Kyoto cuisine with 
Kyoto-grown vegetables and seafood delivered straight 
from the source, as well as specially selected wagyu 
beef. �e wine cellar also has a selection of about 200 
varieties of domestic 
and foreign wines.

Chef’s Selected
Courses: 
¥15,000/¥20,000
(excl. tax)

English spoken

Recommended
menu

•Open: 18:00 to 22:30
  (Last entry 20:00)
•Closed: No regular holidays
•Reservations are required.

Google MAP

Google MAP

COUPON Show this magazine for a ¥1000 discount at Gion Hatanaka

MAP❶

MAP❷
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Gion Hatanaka / Ishibe-koji Alley Kamikura　祇園畑中 / 石塀小路かみくら
The Spirit World of Kyoto　日本人と妖怪文化“京都の異界”
Kodai-ji Zen Temple　鷲峰山高台寺
Foreign Friendly Taxi　フォーリンフレンドリータクシー
Kyoto by the Sea  Destination Management/Marketing Organization　海の京都DMO
Fukuchiyama City　福知山市
Yosano Town　与謝野町
【SOUVENIRS】
[JAPANESE PATTERN T-SHIRTS]　ジャポリズム　JAPO-RHYTHM
[BAGS, POUCHES AND ACCESSORIES]　seisuke88 本店　seisuke88 Flagship Shop
[CANVAS BAGS]　帆布カバン 㐂一澤　Ki-Ichizawa
[GAMAGUCHI FASHION GOODS]　AYANOKOJI
[JAPANESE KITCHEN / HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE AND TOOLS]　コタニ金物　Kotani Kanamono
[LACQUERWARE RESTORATION AND KINTSUGI / GOLD LEAF DECORATION WORKSHOP]

漆芸舎 平安堂　Kyoto Traditional Lacquer Art & Workshop Shitsugeisya Heiando
[DAILYWARE AND FOLKCRAFT]　倉日用商店　Kura Daily Store
[JAPANESE SPICES]　おちゃのこさいさい　Ochanokosaisai
[SWEET CHESTNUTS]　林万昌堂　Hayashi Manshodo
【GOURMET】
[KYOTO SWEETS CAFE]　茶寮翠泉　Saryo Suisen
[ORIGINAL SOBA NOODLES]　柚之茶屋　Yunochaya
[CAFÉ AND BREAD]　アルペンローゼ　Alpenrose / [JAPANESE CAFÉ AND GALLERY]　らん布袋　ran Hotei
[ITALIAN RESTAURANT AND BAR]　京都鴨川倶楽部　Kyoto Kamogawa Club
[FRENCH RESTAURANT WITH JAPANESE-STYLE ROOMS]　ラ・カシェット　La Cachette
【EXPERIENCES】
Kyoto Experiences　JAPO-RHYTHM
Waraku / Asahido Massage Therapy Clinic / Masahiro Tantoujou Sword Forge 
Kimono Art Workshop Kyo-ya / Ochanokosaisai  / Marukyu Koyamaen
Maikozaka / CALLIGRA. T / Kodai-ji Zen Temple 
[“KUMIHIMO” WITH JEWELRY]　水と油　mizu+abura
World Cultural Heritage Sites and Popular Tourist Spots
English Guided Tours at Nijo-jo Castle
English Guided Tours at Nijo-jo Castle
Central Kyoto Area and Arashiyama Area Map 
Kyoto Guide Map
Kyoto Event Calendar
IMOBOU Hiranoya Honten / Nichigetsuan / Harukami / Kitamura / Hanasato / Jurokudai Gondayu

C O N T E N T S

Kyosai Kawanabe was an Ukiyo-e print artist and Japanese-style painter who was active from around the end of 
the Edo to the Meiji period. The cover is a detail depicting Enma, the King of Hell, falling in love with the sight 
of a woman and her child shown in the mirror used to show if one was good or bad in their life before death.  
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The Spirit World of Kyoto
Japanese People and

the Yokai Culture of Monsters and Demons

日本人と妖怪文化“京都の異界”

Section from “Kodai-ji Temple's Illustrated Night Parade of One Hundred Demons”: �is scroll was commissioned as part of the 400th anniversary of Kodai-ji Temple. It depicts objects 
with connections to the temple, such as the temple bell and a broom, as well as the ox-drawn carriage used by Kita no Mandokoro Nene, which have all transformed into demons and 
spirits, as they walk around the town at night. �e latter part of the scroll shows the monsters �eeing in surprise as the sun rises while a monk chants. (Artwork by Yoichiro Tanaka) 

It may come as a surprise to hear that Kyoto is surrounded by a world of spiritual beings. “�e Illustrated 
Night Parade of One Hundred Demons” scroll is the generalized art form of cultures from the spirit world, 
combining Kyoto’s natural environment, its stories, art scrolls and processions.

When Kyoto became the capital in the Heian period, the surrounding mountains were perceived as masses 
of darkness where one could encounter mysterious and unusual happenings, eerie sounds and phenomena, 
unpleasant smells, and unknown animals. People feared the souls of the living and the dead; monsters such 
as “kappa” (water demons) and “tengu” (winged supernatural beings with red, long-nosed faces); oni 
(ogres); and animals thought to possess strange powers, such as foxes, raccoon dogs, snakes and cats; and 
referred to them as “yokai” (monsters) or “mononoke” (vengeful spirits). In particular, “oni” were a kind of 
spiteful and superhumanly strong yokai that tormented humans in Hell.

When the Heian period started in 794, it was believed that those who died while holding a grudge 
returned as malevolent spirits. �is religious belief thrived, and led to the creation of the Gion Festival as a 
puri�cation ritual. By the year 1000, aided by famine, plague, earthquakes, �oods and the in�uence of Bud-
dhism, monks were able to spread the word of the “End of the World” theory of “Mappo-shiso” and the idea 
of a rebirth in paradise as taught by Amida Buddha. Evidence of this is the establishment of Byodo-in 
Temple as a result of more and more people believing in the Buddhist Pure Land, and the rise of paintings 
depicting Hell. A�er death, whether one would go to Hell depended on Enma, the King of Hell, passing 
judgment on the sins of one’s past life. In Hell, ogres would in�ict pain on humans. Jizo Bodhisattva, who 
worked to ease human su�ering in Hell, was worshipped as a savior. Meanwhile, “Yurei” (ghosts) were the 
departed spirits of the dead appearing in this world, taking a shadow-like form of the deceased. Typical 
burial spots in Kyoto were located east of the Kamo River in Toribeno, and the Rendaino region around 
Mount Funaoka. Around such places, one can �nd connections to the dead or to Hell, including Rokudo 
Chinno-ji Temple, with its well, said to be a passage to Hell; the Minatoya candy shop with its famous ghost 
story; and Senbon Enma-do (Injo-ji Temple), which enshrines the King of Hell. Abe no Seimei, an onmyoji 
specialist in magic and divination, could control ogres. �e “Gozan no Okuribi” bon�re festival, held every 
year on August 16th, is a memorial service for deceased family members. �e famous “Tale of Genji” was 
also born in the same period, later made into a scroll that started the whole culture of the illustrated hand-
scroll.

�e culmination of all these cultures from the spiritual realm can be found in “�e Illustrated Night 
Parade of One Hundred Demons” scroll. �e Higashiyama area used to be known for being such a spirit 
world, but as the Edo period began around 1600, more and more people started visiting. Now, Kodai-ji 
Temple has become a popular sightseeing spot.

Writer: Masashi Nakamura
Chief of the Research Center for Japanese Culture Structural Studies
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鷲峰山高台寺／京都市東山区高台寺下河原町526
Kodai-ji Zen Temple／526 Kodai-ji Shimokawara-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto　 TEL 075-561-9966    http://www.kodaiji.com

Kodai-ji
Zen Temple

Kangetsu-dai and Kaisan-do

Kaisan-do

Kodai-ji Temple was established in 1606 by Kita no Mandokoro Nene, in memory of her late husband, 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Within the temple grounds are such buildings as Otama-ya (Sanctuary), Kaisan-do 
(Founder’s Hall), Kasa-tei (Teahouse) and Shigure-tei (Teahouse). �ey have been there since the temple’s found-
ing, and they have all been designated Important Cultural Properties.

�e second �oor of Shigure-tei, with its panoramic view of the city, is at the same height as which Kita no 
Mandokoro saw the smoke from the �res at the fall of Osaka Castle.

In the summer, Kodai-ji holds an annual event of “Illustrated Night Parade of One Hundred Demons” exhibi-
tion.

To commemorate the anniversary of Hideyoshi’s death, there will be a “Special Summer Night Illumination”, 
where the temple buildings and beautiful garden stand out with the summer sky in the background.

Open: 9:00 to 17:00 (last entry)
Entrance fee (Sho Museum included) : Adults ¥600, Children(13-18 years old) ¥250

Open: 9:00 to 18:00 (Last reception, gates close at 18:30)
Viewing times will change during the following period:
August 1 to 18
Open: Illumination from sunset to 21:30 (last entry)
Other days follow regular viewing hours.

Open: 9:00 to 22:00
Illumination from sunset to 
21:30 (last entry)

百鬼夜行展
Special Summer

Exhibition

秋の夜間特別拝観
Special
Autumn

Night
Illumination

2018 Jul. 15(Sun.) to Aug. 31(Fri.)

2018
Oct. 19(Fri.) to
Dec. 9(Sun.)

Kawanabe Kyosai
“Enma, King of Hell”

Regular viewing times

�e Illustrated Night Parade 
of One Hundred Demons

高台寺
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Taxi Stand

⬅JR Central
　Ticket Gate Mielparque Kyoto➡
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Foreign Friendly
TAXI stand

Foreign Friendly
TAXI stand

N

N
*Only station wagons and UD 
(Universal Design) cars are 
available at Hachijo Gate

Japan's �rst Foreign Friendly TAXI stands!

Calling Foreign Friendly TAXIs by smartphone app

Due to the recent sudden increase in the number of visiting travellers from abroad, Kyoto City, in collabora-
tion with the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, taxi business associations, the Kyoto Taxi Opera-
tion Center and other bodies, has put into practice an endeavor to improve the language skills of taxi drivers 
and to improve the environment for accepting the needs of foreigners. Foreign Friendly TAXI has set up special 
taxi stands, the �rst in Japan, at JR Kyoto Station’s Karasuma and Hachijo Gates, with drivers and taxis specially 
certi�ed by Kyoto city's taxi companies. Although they are taxi stands with priority for foreigners, the taxis may 
also be used by people with large suitcases, wheelchairs and baby carriages.

* To improve the environment for acceptance of foreign visitors to Japan, and as a measure to increase travel consumption and revitalize the Kyoto area, 
Kyoto City entered into a comprehensive regional vitalization partnership agreement with Visa Worldwide Japan on December 1, 2015. As part of this 
agreement, the “VISA x Foreign Friendly TAXI” stickers will be placed on these taxis.

VISA x Foreign Friendly TAXI sticker *Indicator lamp

StickerMagnetic plate

�ere are approximately 200 certi�ed drivers who have received training in customer service 
and foreign languages. �ese drivers have special driver IDs or wear special armbands as they 
drive to the requested destination and at no extra charge. �ere are about 100 certi�ed vehicles 
scheduled to be in use. �e certi�ed taxis have specialized indicator lamps and are marked with 
magnetic plates or stickers. �ere are also handy Point-and-Speak foreign language sheets 
available for foreign travellers to use where they can point to words or phrases they wish to say.

According to a survey carried out in March and July of 2016, there were many requests for the 
ability to use Foreign Friendly TAXIs from places other than Kyoto Station. From March 1st, 2017, it 
is now possible to specify Foreign Friendly TAXIs from the “Japan Taxi” smartphone app when 
calling for a taxi.

�e customer indicates their current location and their desired 
destination, and selects the Foreign Friendly TAXI logo when calling 
a taxi. A notification is sent out to all Foreign Friendly TAXIs, and the 
nearest one will pick up the customer.

⬆QR code download 
link to the “Japan 
Taxi” app.

* Payment may be made with credit cards or traf�c IC 
cards. There are wagon type cars and Universal Design 
taxis which have space for more than two large pieces of 
luggage such as suitcases. 

A Point-and-Speak 
foreign language sheet

⬅Look for this logo 
when choosing the 
taxi company in the 
app. 

Credit cards OK! ICOCA card OK!

Kyoto City
Industry and Tourism Bureau
Tourism and MICE
Promotion Of�ce

JAPAN’S
FIRST EVER!

Foreign Friendly TAXI Stand GuideJR Kyoto Station

Operating hours: 8:00 to 23:00

KARASUMA GATE Map
Operating hours: 24 hours a day

HACHIJO GATE MapMAP❸ MAP❹

京都市産業観光局観光MICE推進室6



Kyoto
City

Kyotango (120mins)

Kyoto by the Sea
海の京都DMO

天橋立

福知山市
京都市

Destination Management / Marketing Organization
Omiya Branch of Kyotango City Hall, 226 Omiya-cho Kuchiono,
Kyotango-shi, Kyoto 629-2501 JAPAN
TEL: +81-722-68-5055
Email: info@uminokyoto.jp
For more information, please inquire at
“Kyoto by the Sea”
http://www.uminokyoto.jp.e.adn.hp.transer.com/

Miyazu (90mins)

Yosano (110mins)

Maizuru (90mins)

Ayabe (80 mins)

Fukuchiyama (90mins)

綾部市

舞鶴市

与謝野町

京丹後市

宮津市

伊根町

Fukuchiyama Castle

Tango Chirimen Road

Funaya Boat Houses

Amanohashidate

Maizuru Red Brick Park

Ayabe Gunze Square

Yuhigaura Beach

Ine (150mins)

Amanohashidate

“Kyoto by the Sea” is an area of Kyoto Prefecture including the cities of Miyazu, Kyotango, Maizuru, 

Fukuchiyama and Ayabe, and the towns of Yosano and Ine, that overlook the Sea of Japan. Its culture 

is a fusion of the original “Spirit of Japan” culture that has honored the gods of nature since ancient 

times, and the advanced cultures that came across the sea, and remains to this day.

Please visit the wonderful “Kyoto by the Sea”, just a couple of hours away from Kyoto City.

Kyoto by the Sea

A trip around
beautiful Kyoto

http://www.amanohashidate.jp/lang/en/

Numbers in (  ) are approximate 
times from Kyoto city.
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Kehara Rice Terraces

Furumaya House, an old Japanese-
style guesthouse

Lacquer painting experience at the 
Yakuno Tree and Lacquer Museum

毛原の棚田

Fukuchiyama City

�e Kehara region of Oe Town in Fukuchiyama City is covered with narrow rice �elds of 
various sizes that use the steep slopes of the mountains. �ese rice terrraces, with their 
beautiful curves, are pleasing to the eye. �e view changes from season to season, allowing 
you to see the scenery of this countryside of legend and history.

福知山市

Mount Oe is spread across Fukuchiyama, Miyazu and Yosano, 
and is a mysterious mountain range that is home to primeval 
forests of beech and Mongolian oak. You can enjoy a stunning 
view of the sea of clouds in the early mornings from mid-
October to mid-November.
Enjoy visiting sightseeing spots such as the city's symbol of 
Fukuchiyama Castle, Goryo-jinja Shrine and Moto Ise-jinja 
Shrine. �e region still retains features typical of Japan in the 
rice terraces of Kehara and its old Japanese-style houses.
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See the unspoilt landscape of Japan.
A rich nature and a rich life still remain here. 

Go on a journey around the origins of Japan.
�is is the home of  high-quality silk fabric, Tango Chirimen.

Yosano Town

�e start of "Tango Chirimen" is said to have been about 300 years ago by predecessors who brought 
back the techniques of Kyoto's Nishijin textiles, and took root as a local industry. Tango's silk goods, 
nurtured by the climate, culture and people, were at their most popular in the 1960s, but has now 
been reduced to a thirtieth of its peak output. �e town is now taking new steps towards being known 
as the birthplace of Tango Chirimen.

�e "300 Years of Silk Weaving Tango 
Chirimen Textile Road" was desig-
nated as a "Japan Heritage" in 2017.

Tango Chirimen Fabric

Tango Chirimen handweaving 
experience

与謝野町

Mount Oe大江山
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JAPO-RHYTHM

JAPO-RHYTHM
ジャポリズム

Japanese pattern T-Shirts
和柄Tシャツ

Google MAP

⬆Top: Flat caps, ¥9,180. Middle: T-shirts [short sleeve], from ¥3,880, [long sleeve], from ¥4,104.
Bottom: Children's T-shirts [short sleeve], from ¥3,240, [long sleeve], from ¥3,564.

⬆For names, there are 2 types of brush styles to choose from, gyosho (left) and tensho (right).

Back of 2F Utanokoji Bldg, 407-1 Sakurano-cho, 
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto (facing Shinkyogoku-dori street, 
diagonally opposite the MOVIX cinemas)

京都市中京区新京極通り三条下ル桜之町407-1
詩の小路ビル2F奥

ジャポリズム

TEL: 075-211-0439
OPEN: 11:00 to 20:00 (No regular holidays)
18 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://japo-rhythm.jp/blog/1193/
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Sanjo-dori

Shijo-dori
Hankyu Kawaramachi Stn.

MOVIX

HERE

Subway Tozai Line
Shiyakusho-mae Stn.

COUPON Show this magazine and tell us your 
name after your purchase. You will be given a 
present with your name turned into Japanese 
characters right there and then. (Example: Ellen).

⬆Left: Children’s T-shirts (Sizes: from 100cm), Maneki Neko (Beckoning Cat). 
Right: Matching gear for a parent and child can be tasteful and cool! 

⬆Major awards won by Hiroshi 
Nishimura include the Silver prize 
for the 29th Kyoto Design Compe-
tition 90 and the Sponsorship 
award for the 6th Art performance. 

MAP❺

JAPO-RHYTHM is a T-shirt brand that has incorpo-
rated traditional Japanese fine arts culture found in temples 
and shrines, ink wash paintings, calligraphy and Zen. It is 
also an apparel shop owned and produced by Hiroshi 
Nishimura, who comes from a long line of traditional con-
struction craftsmen, and has long been active as an artist in 
Kyoto. The T-shirts that include his artwork and calligra-
phy are garments where you can feel “Wabi-sabi”, a Japa-
nese aesthetic of austere beauty and elegant simplicity, and 
are easy to wear for men and women of all ages. Also popu-
lar are flat caps with Kyoto’s traditional gold brocade weav-
ing, silver accessories with Japanese patterns, and boxer 
briefs with impressive dragon artwork.

There is a free service where you can have your name 
added to T-shirts and tote bags. Your name is phonetically 
made into Japanese and written in brush, on the spot. T-
shirts are available in a variety of sizes including children’s 
sizes, so they make welcome gifts.

A fashion shop specializing in Japanese patterns where 
you can have your name Japanese characters written on 
a T-shirt.
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seisuke88 Flagship Shop

seisuke88 Flagship Shop
seisuke88 本店

Bags, pouches and
accessories

バッグ・ポーチ・小物

⬆seisuke88's popular and classic design, the Tsubaki (camellia) series.

seisuke88’s colorful and modern patterns on their bags 
and accessories attract your attention. At a glance, they al-
most appear to be very contemporary designs, but in truth, 
they have been recreated in a modern style and newly re-
born from 150 year-old designs for traditional Japanese ki-
mono sashes and pieces of fabric. Being able to match 
today’s lifestyle as well as feeling the life in those good old 
traditional designs is seisuke88’s biggest appeal.

Originally starting out around 65 years ago as a factory 
whose main purpose was processing clothing fabric, it was 
home to a group of professionals whose specialty was cre-
ating the finished surfaces on dyed materials. A warehouse 
in Nishijin, an area in Kyoto famous for producing kimo-
nos, was found to store a large collection of old designs. 
The “seisuke88” brand was born after the owner was fasci-
nated by the innovative designs, and he wanted to create 
products that used them in a modern way.

The old patterns were woodblock prints on Japanese pa-
per, and the company’s designers make new color schemes, 
but at the same time, stay faithful to the original textures 
and the ambience of the period. Changing the arrangement 
of the colors while keeping the same pattern can create a 
new mood, and by not being confined to the category of 
Japanese patterns, dynamic colors are often used, leading 
to an extensive series.

The fabrics are printed with inkjet printers using the lat-
est technology, and after completing processing such as 
waterproofing, antibacterial treatment and deodorization, 
all in the same factory, they are carefully made into bags 
and pouches domestically in Japan. The company is thor-
oughly dedicated to the notion of “Made in Japan”.

seisuke88 is covered in designs born and nurtured in 
Kyoto. As you enter the store, you will probably want to 
take your time looking at each design. Secretly sensing the 
backgrounds hidden in each product is a true pleasure, 
perhaps only possible in Kyoto with its long history and 
traditions.

⬆Around 2,000 kinds of 
designs were found dor-
mant in the warehouse.

⬆Unique to the factory brand are the craftsmen's techniques developed in 
the factory and reflected in all the products.

Hasegawa Building 1F, 83 Nakajima-
cho, Sanjo-dori, Kawaramachi 
Higashi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市中京区三条通河原町東入ル中島町83 はせ川ビル1F
seisuke88 本店

TEL: 075-211-7388
OPEN: 11:00 to 19:00
(Closed Mon. except nat. holidays)
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.seisuke88.com

⬇Laminated compact mirrors (Japanese patterns).

Google MAP

MAP❼

Breathing new life into historical and traditional designs.
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Canvas Bag Ki-Ichizawa

帆布カバン Canvas BagsKi-Ichizawa
帆布カバン 㐂一澤 SINCE 2010

⬆Left: 157-SP (yellow/beige) ¥5,600 / Center: 067 (red/beige) ¥16,000 / 
Right: 083-L (blue/beige) ¥8,800. *All prices exclude tax.

⬅The shop interior 
is filled with many 
different varieties of 
canvas bags.

⬇The canvas bags are all hand-
made by skilled craftsmen.

On the west side of Higashioji, north of Shinbashi, 
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto 
(A 2-min. walk from the north side of Yasaka Shrine)

京都市東山区東大路新橋上ル西側
（八坂神社祇園石段下北へ徒歩2分知恩院新門前） 

帆布カバン 㐂一澤

TEL: 075-531-1296
OPEN: 9:30 to 18:30 (Closed Wed.)
10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

⬆The store has the appearance of a traditional Kyoto machiya townhouse and is located 
near the Chion-in-mae bus stop.

Google MAP

URL: http://ki-ichizawa.com/

MAP❻

Ki-Ichizawa’s name comes from the “Ki” of the current 
owner, Kikuo Ichizawa, his father Nobuo’s nickname of 
“Kiichi”, and the “Ki” from his great-grandfather, Kihei 
Ichizawa, the first generation owner of a canvas processing 
business in 1905.

During the Taisho period (1912-1926), Kihei and Tsune-
jiro, the second generation owner, manufactured bags for 
tradesmen such as carpenters, gardeners, sake, milk and 
ice dealers and pharmacists. After the Second World War, 
Nobuo, the third generation owner, also handled awnings 
for storefronts and cover sheets for trucks, and in particu-
lar, tents and rucksacks for mountain climbing became the 
top brand for western Japan.

Kikuo Ichizawa, the owner of Ki-Ichizawa, together with 
Nobuo, established the designs for canvas bags, supervised 
their production by skilled craftsmen, and have made their 
canvas bags among Japan’s favorites.

Canvas Bag Ki-Ichizawa’s products are made with 
canvas, a thick and durable material made of cotton. Using 
high quality canvas, all materials from tape and metal 
fittings to fasteners are carefully selected. By using only 
necessary things with no superfluous decorations, these 
products are designed to be efficient, easy to use and 
practical. Kyoto craftsmen carefully finish the sewing on 
each bag, one by one, making them strong and simple. 
Ki-Ichizawa has now become a representative of the Kyoto 
brand, and their products are popular souvenirs among 
many tourists from all around the world.

Highly durable bags with beautiful sewing & finishing 
details, using quality canvas & metal attachments.
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AYANOKOJI Okazaki Main Shop

AYANOKOJI Gion Shop

Gamaguchi fashion goods
がま口ファッショングッズ

SINCE 2005

AYANOKOJI
AYANOKOJI

Google MAP

⬆Mr. Hayashi was awarded the title of “Contempo-
rary Master Craftsman” by Kyoto Prefecture. To-
gether with our staff of craftsmen, he carefully 
inserts the clasps one by one with experienced skill.

⬇Gamaguchi flap bag (large), red, ¥13,000. With its fantastic 
storage ability fitting necessities like wallets and notebooks as 
well as guide books and digital cameras, you can go out with just 
this bag alone. The large front flap is not only a charming feature, 
but convenient for smooth access to the inside.

40-15, Okazaki Minamigosho-cho, 
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市左京区岡崎南御所町40－15

AYANOKOJI 岡崎本店

TEL: 075-751-0545
OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00
20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

532, Gion-machi Minamigawa, 
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

京都市東山区祇園町南側532

AYANOKOJI 祇園店

TEL: 075-541-0081
OPEN: 10:00 to 19:00
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

URL: http://ayanokoji.jp

⬆From the top: Large Clasp Gamaguchi Boston Bag 
with Shoulder Belt, cherry pink, ¥14,200. Round 
Gamaguchi Handbag, gold embroidered plum blos-
som pattern, yellow green, ¥11,000. Wide Oyako (dual 
pocketed) Gamaguchi Wallet (with gusset), gold leaf 
dots, ecru and gold, ¥5,900. Gosun Gamaguchi Cos-
metics Pouch, Kyoto chrysanthemum diamond pat-
tern, red plum, ¥2,300. Mountain-shaped Gamaguchi 
Glasses Case (small), gamaguchi-shaped dots, gold 
yellow, ¥1,900.

*All prices exclude tax.

From cute and stylish polka dots to classic Japanese 
patterns, Ayanokoji is filled with rows of colorful and 
eyecatching Gamaguchi products. Gamaguchi refers to the 
metal clasps on bags, and the name comes from its similar-
ity to the mouth of the “gamagaeru” (a kind of Japanese 
toad). “Kaeru” in Japanese can mean “frog” but also means 
“to return”. “Kaeru” appears in many phrases with mean-
ings such as “paying back money”, “luck returning” and 
“rejuvenating”, so because of these specific types of puns, 
these clasps are seen as signs of good luck and have been 
used by the Japanese for a long time.

Ayanokoji manufactures around 150 different types of 
Gamaguchi products, with the types of materials number-
ing about 100, and is popular not only in Kyoto, but also in 
Osaka, Tokyo, Sapporo, Hakata and Nagoya. All its 
products are made in Japan, with an emphasis on high 
quality. The material used mainly is the strong and durable 
Takashima canvas woven in Shiga Prefecture. A lot of time 
and effort is spent on dyeing the original patterns in Kyoto. 
Afterwards, Kyoto craftsmen cut and sew the materials and 
finally attach the clasps on the products. At every stage of 
the process, you can sense the warmth and texture of these 
products as they are carefully handmade by these artisans. 
As there are a great number of patterns typical of Kyoto 
along with original designs, together with a wide variety of 
functional items for everyday use, you are bound to find 
something to your liking if you drop by. Smaller souvenirs 
such as cosmetics pouches and cases for glasses and coins 
would also be well-received.

Google MAP

MAP❽

MAP❾

A "Gamaguchi" (clasp) specialist shop with high quality 
goods handmade by Kyoto craftsmen.
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Kotani Kanamono

コタニ金物 SINCE THE 1860s

Japanese kitchen/household
hardware and tools

キッチン・生活雑貨・工具

Kotani Kanamono

Kotani Bldg. 1F & 2F, 686-3 Ebisuno-cho,
Shichijo Nishinotoin Higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市下京区七条西洞院東入夷之町686ｰ3 コタニビル1F・2F
コタニ金物

TEL: 075-371-8519
OPEN: 9:00 to 19:00 (Closed Sun. & national holidays)
7 min. walk from Kyoto Station

⬇In Japan, temples and houses often use Japanese-style 
gutters (toyu) for decoration. Gold-colored gutters are priced 
at ¥35,000 and ¥46,000. Rain chain gutters are also available.

COUPON Show this magazine to get a 5% discount

URL: http://kyoto-kanamono.com
         http://www.kotani-kanamono.co.jp

Google MAP

⬆Japanese teapots (stainless steel)
Top row: 0.7ℓ ¥6,000. Bottom row: 0.38ℓ ¥5,000 

⬅
The 
Sweet 
Marron 
Caffe 
on the 
second 
floor.

⬆From the bottom: Super Gold 2 Santoku knife 
with ebony handle, ¥45,000, Super Gold 2 petty 
knife with walnut handle, ¥29,000. Jinzaburou 
Kinhagane Shitan Wagara Tsuchime Sumina-
gashi petty knife, ¥12,000. Jinzaburou Aohagane 
Suminagashi Shoubu knife with shitan (rosewood) 
handle, 180mm, ¥18,000. *All prices exclude tax.

MAP10

Kotani Kanamono is a 7-minute walk from JR Kyoto Sta-
tion, located between Higashi Honganji Temple and Nishi 
Honganji Temple.

It was originally a blacksmith’s shop at the intersection of 
Higashinotoin-dori and Shichijo-dori streets, and was a 
long-established company with over 100 years of history. It 
later prospered as a hardware store, doing business with 
many local carpenters and building contractors, and has a 
selection of over 15,000 items, from architectural hard-
ware, metal fittings and tools to kitchen equipment, profes-
sional cookware, baking tools and household goods. In 
recent years, there has been an increase in the number of 
foreign tourists from countries all over the world who 
come to buy Japanese knives made with traditional meth-
ods by craftsmen.

“Sweet Marron Caffe” has been added to the second 
floor, designed and constructed entirely by Kotani Kana-
mono, to be a relaxing, modern space. Decorated with 
retro-looking furniture such as “Kaidan Tansu” (Japanese 
step chests), it is a café where you can drop by for breakfast 
or lunch at reasonable prices. Please visit the special corner 
for tourists with useful Kyoto sightseeing maps and tourist 
information available for free.

Originally made authentic kitchen knives, traditional 
Japanese rain gutters and convenient cooking utensils.
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Shitsugeisya Heiando
漆芸舎 平安堂 Lacquerware restoration

and kintsugi / Gold leaf
decoration workshop

漆器修復・金継ぎ
金箔絵付体験

⬆The pottery item is restored looking more beautiful 
than before by the kintsugi technique of a skilled 
craftsman. 

⬆A precious pottery item that has been broken.

⬅
A large 
selection 
of items is 
available 
from 
goods for 
everyday 
use to 
one-of-a-
kind 
master-
pieces, 
from 
¥8,000. 

TEL: 075-334-5012  OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00 (Closed Wed.)
Access: 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Delivery to overseas addresses is possible. Please feel 
free to email for more details
Email: info@urushi-kyoto.com

In front of Daitokuji temple, a famous Zen temple in the 
northern part of Kyoto city, artisan Hiroki Kiyokawa has 
been involved with the restoration of cultural properties 
from shrines and temples for over 40 years. With those 
skills and making good use of natural ingredients found 
close by, he makes restorations on buildings, Buddhist stat-
ues, lacquerware, antique furniture and old artworks, all 
with ancient traditional Japanese methods. He promotes 
Japanese culture through his kintsugi and shitsugei work-
shops. Since 2017, he accepted an invitation from Tokyo’s 
Nihombashi Mitsukoshi department store to hold kintsugi 
and lacquerware restoration events 4 times a year, where he 
gives estimates to customers for restoration prices. He was 
chosen for the store’s “Masterpieces of Japan” exhibition, 
and displayed his lacquerware and kintsugi restoration 
works. He receives many requests from all over Japan, and 
has restored numerous treasured items.

“Kintsugi” (joining with gold) is an ancient traditional 
technique of restoring cracks and chips in pottery with 
“urushi” (Japanese lacquer). Ceramics are made from 
mountain soil, a natural material, and similarly, the restora-
tion process uses urushi collected from natural trees. With 
the addition of ingredients such as gold powder, a new 
beauty is born. This is the spirit of Japan that has preserved 
nature and culture. It is the fusion of “the spirit of protecting 
and passing things on” and “the traditional technique of 
restoring things” that creates the “world of kintsugi”.

京都市北区紫野門前町14 大徳寺東門前
Daitokuji Higashimon-mae, 14 Murasakino Monzen-cho, 
Kita-ku, Kyoto

漆芸舎 平安堂

URL: https://shitsugeisya.jimdo.com/

Shitsugeisya Heiando

Google MAP

MAP11

A Kyoto lacquer art workshop that also sells works by 
Hiroki Kiyokawa, artisan of "shitsugei" by "urushi" 
(Traditional restoration art by Japanese lacquer).

⬅
Restoration 
artist, Hiroki 
Kiyokawa.

Fee: ¥4,800 (incl. tax, cash only)
From 1 to 12 persons
Time: 1.5 hours
Reservations: By email by 18:00 the 
day before or by telephone  on the 
day.
Workshop times: 10:00–12:00, 
13:00–15:00, 16:00–18:00

Gold Leaf Decoration
Workshop

@kyoto_heiandohttp://www.facebook.com/shitsugeisya 

Before After
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Kura Daily Store

Kura Daily Store
倉日用商店

Dailyware and folkcraft
日用雑貨と民芸品

⬅The front 
of the shop 
displays an 
array of 
different 
goods. Google MAP

⬆There is a wide variety of Nambu Tekki ironware. Iron kettles 
from ¥10,800.

Along Horikawa Shopping Street, 4-55 Horikawa Shimodachi-uri-
agaru, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市上京区堀川下立売上る4-55 堀川商店街（内）
倉日用商店

TEL: 075-841-7304  OPEN: 10:00 to 19:00 (Closed Wed.)
20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 

Kura Daily Store is located close to Nijo Castle, which 
dates from the Edo period, and the Nishijin Textile Center, 
known for its popular hand weaving experience workshops. 
You will find its interior filled from top to bottom with 
goods born in Japan, from ecological products like brooms 
and dustpans that used to be a part of everyday Kyoto life, to 
alumite (anodized aluminum) bento lunch boxes.

6 types of “maekake” aprons are available, some of which 
have been specially dyed by the only factory in Japan that has 
preserved the use of a particular traditional dyeing method. 
A “maekake” is a Japanese waist apron made of thick cotton 
canvas that protects the knees, and has thus long been 
favored by those working in sake shops or delivery compa-
nies. Kura Daily Store’s original “maekake” apron, with its 
name left undyed, is a popular fashion item. There is a plain 
version that comes with a pocket. Another original item is a 
“sacoche” shoulder bag, designed in the image of a bag used 
by Japanese sake merchants for carrying money and docu-
ments such as receipts during their visits to customers. The 
store makes a “mini tote” bag using the same thin fabric. As 
they can be folded away and easy to use, they are sure to 
make great travel companions or gifts.

There is a large selection of hand towels and handker-
chiefs, as well as tableware dating from the Meiji to the early 
Showa period. The store is also known for its reasonably 
priced Nambu Tekki ironware. One corner of the shop sells 
coffee, along with assorted local soda drinks from all over 
Japan. You can take a little break inside.

⬅Small 
dishes with 
pine, 
bamboo 
and plum, 
and crane 
and tortoise 
patterns, as 
well as 
chopstick 
rests in the 
shape of 
cherry 
blossom 
flowers are 
available.

⬆The “maekake” aprons worn by the 
staff of sake shops and delivery 
companies used to be distributed by 
large manufacturers with their 
company names and phone 
numbers, as a form of advertisement. 
Kura Daily Store original “maekake” 
apron , ¥2,160. “Kayariki” (mosquito 
repellant container) in the form of a 
pig, ¥1,080. *All prices include tax.

MAP12

Purchase everyday goods and folkcraft deeply rooted in 
Japanese life, from a shopping street near the World 
Heritage Site of Nijo Castle. 

URL: http://www.kuradailystore.com

http://www.facebook.com/kuradailystore @kuradailystore
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七味唐辛子Ochanokosaisai Japanese spices

おちゃのこさいさい

316-4 Kiyomizu 3 Chome, 
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

京都市東山区清水三丁目316-4

おちゃのこさいさい産寧坂本店

OPEN: 9:00 to 18:00
15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

⬆The "Spices of Kyoto" series with the differing levels of spiciness of yellow, red and black 
shichimi. Asakura sansho pepper, known especially for its strong fragrance, is ground on 
a stone mill to keep the fiber intact and to retain its refreshing aroma for a long time.

⬆Kyoto chili oil furikake (¥594) uses plenty of one of Kyoto's locally grown vegetables, 
Kujo negi green onions, and is a great match for rice.

⬆The more curry-flavored senbei rice crackers (¥432) 
you eat, the spicier and more addictive they become.

⬆Make your own original blend of shichimi (only at the main and Nishiki shops). Look forward to how it 
tastes! Custom blend shichimi (10g), ¥540. * ¥648 in a can. 

1F Kyoto Tower, 721-1 Higashishiokoji-cho, 
Karasuma-dori Shichijo-sagaru, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto

京都市下京区烏丸通七条下る東塩小路町721-1 京都タワー1階

おちゃのこさいさい京都タワーサンド店

OPEN: 9:00 to 21:00
Right near Kyoto Station

*Other branches in Nishiki Food Market and Arashiyama.⬅The Kyoto Tower Sando shop opened in 2017. Kyoto 
Tower Sando is a minute’s walk from Kyoto Station, and 
its variety of enjoyable souvenir shops and restaurants 
make it a popular tourist spot.

Freedial: 0120-831-314
URL: http://www.ochanokosaisai.com

Google MAP

Google MAP

MAP13

MAP14

Shichimi togarashi is a seasoning unique to Japan made 
with the main ingredient of cayenne pepper and other 
spices. Its name means “seven flavor chili pepper” and 
comes from the seven ingredients it contains, but the 
number and specific ingredients can change depending on 
the area and the maker. Among them, Kyoto’s shichimi 
places an emphasis on aroma because of Kyoto cuisine’s 
light and delicate taste, and thus tends to use rich flavors 
such as sansho Japanese pepper and aonori dried seaweed.

Ochanokosaisai is particular about the ingredients 
chosen to make the flavor of Kyoto from the old days. 
Cayenne pepper, sansho pepper, yuzu fruit, sesame seeds, 
dried citrus peel, dried seaweed, perilla, hemp seeds and 
poppy seeds are specially blended, and there are products 
where the aftertaste is filled with the aroma of sansho 
pepper, or where you can enjoy the refreshing flavor of the 
yuzu fruit. As well as Japanese cuisine such as udon or soba 
noodles, they match an assortment of dishes like pasta or 
soups, changing the taste to one with a sharp bite.

For those who love their food spicy, you can try the 
“Maiko-han Hee~ Hee~” series made with plenty of 
Japanese-grown habanero chili peppers. Inside the never-
before-experienced hot flavor is a concentrated delicious-
ness that is sure to become addictive. Along with the main 
shop located near Kiyomizudera Temple, there are also 
branches in front of Kyoto Station, and in Arashiyama and 
Nishiki Food Market, so you can drop by while you are 
sightseeing.

What a wonderful spice! 
Shichimi is a hot spice that Japan can be proud of.

Ochanokosaisai Sannenzaka Main Shop

Ochanokosaisai Kyoto Tower Sando Shop
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Hayashi Manshodo

Sweet chestnuts
甘栗の老舗

Hayashi Manshodo
林万昌堂 SINCE 1874

⬆As they roast, the chestnuts and small stones circulate inside the roaster that has been used for over 
80 years. The craftsman always maintains the condition of the chestnuts, adjusting the heat and occa-
sionally stirring to ensure the chestnuts are roasted evenly.

⬅The most popular 
“sweet chestnuts in a 
bag” comes in 2 sizes; a 
regular size and a special 
large size that is 1.5 
times bigger. Regular 
150g bag, from ¥600. 
Specially Selected Large 
Sweet Chestnuts 150g 
bag, from ¥650.

⬆The main shop is located near the 
Shijo Kawaramachi intersection.

Shijo Main Shop: 3 Otabimiyamoto-cho, Shijo-dori, 
Teramachi Higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

四条本店：京都市下京区四条通寺町東入ル御旅宮本町3

TEL: 075-221-0258  OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00 
12 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

Daimaru Kyoto Shop（B1）
大丸京都店（地下1階）

OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00
13 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

JR Kyoto Isetan Shop（B1）

ジェイアール京都伊勢丹店
（地下1階）

OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00
Right next to Kyoto Station

URL: http://www.hayashi-mansyodo.jp/en/

Google MAP

Google MAP

Google MAP

MAP15

MAP17

MAP16

➡“Kuri (chestnut) Ice”, 
¥310. To ensure that the 
fragrance and flavor of 
the original Amaguri is 
not lost, the flavor of the 
vanilla ice cream has also 
been fine-tuned. There 
are 2 types; the Paste 
type with the deep and 
concentrated flavor of 
Amaguri, and the Crisp 
type, mixed with coarsely 
chopped Amaguri.

林万昌堂

At the intersection of Kyoto’s ever-bustling Shijo-dori 
street and the Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade stands 
Hayashi Manshodo, opened under the shop name of “Ku-
waiya Buhei” in 1874. During the Taisho era, the shop’s 
sweet chestnuts (known as “Amaguri”) were enjoyed as 
souvenirs by patrons of the theater in the Shinkyogoku 
area. Ever since, it has been loved by the people of Kyoto as 
well as tourists as Kyoto’s number one sweet chestnuts spe-
cialty shop.

Hayashi Manshodo only uses “Kahoku Riitsu” chestnuts 
from China’s Hebei Province. Kahoku Riitsu are packed 
with nutrition, with the nut itself being strong and sweet. 
The thin layer of astringent skin between the hard shell and 
the inner nut is easy to remove making them perfect for 
sweet chestnuts. The shop’s owner travels to China to care-
fully select the highest quality Kahoku Riitsu chestnuts.

These chestnuts, together with small stones, are placed in 
a large roaster, and taking into consideration the hardness 
of the chestnuts and the climate, the roasting temperature 
and time are meticulously adjusted, and roasted for about 
one hour. The small stones used are resilient river stones 
that transmit and retain heat well, and as they are tough, 
never fragment during roasting and allow the chestnuts to 
be roasted to perfection. As the shell of the chestnut roasts, 
the sugars begin to caramelize, giving off a sweet aroma 
that drifts around the front of the shop, drawing in pass-
ersby.

Sweet chestnuts are at their most delicious when freshly 
roasted. Since opening the shop, Hayashi Manshodo only 
sells the chestnuts that are roasted on that day. They are 
roasted using an original technique that gives them just the 
right amount of texture and a refined sweetness that 
becomes more flavorful the more one chews.

Using a traditional method to make freshly-roasted 
sweet chestnuts for over 140 years.
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Saryo Suisen

Kyoto sweets café
京の甘味処

Saryo Suisen
茶寮翠泉

Google MAP

Google MAP

Google MAP

Takatsuji Main Shop: 1F Kyoto Takatsuji Bldg., 521 Inari-cho, 
Takatsuji-dori, Higashinotoin-higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 

高辻本店：京都市下京区高辻通東洞院東入稲荷町521番地 
京都高辻ビル1階

茶寮翠泉

TEL: 075-278-0111  OPEN: 10:30 to 18:00 (L.O. 17:30) (No regular holidays)
5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 

MAP18

Karasuma Oike Shop: 1F Karasuma Oike Medical Mall, 461 Kinbuki-
cho, Ryogaemachi-dori, Oshikoji-dori-agaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

烏丸御池店：京都市中京区両替町通押小路上ル金吹町461番地 
烏丸御池メディカルモール1階

TEL: 075-221-7010  OPEN: 10:30 to 18:00 (L.O. 17:30) (No regular holidays)
10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 

MAP19

Kyoto Gion Shop: 7F FOOD HALL Sumitomo Fudosan Kyoto Bldg.,
68 Shin-cho, Shijo-dori, Kawaramachi-higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

京都祇園：京都市下京区四条通河原町東入真町68番地
住友不動産京都ビルFOOD HALL 7階

TEL: 075-744-1090  OPEN: 11:00 to 21:00 (L.O. 20:30) (No regular holidays)
10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 

MAP20

URL: http://saryo-suisen.com

http://www.facebook.com/saryosuisen @saryosuisen

A teahouse made in the image of a tearoom, full of 
Japanese atmosphere, with matcha green tea sweets 
made with famous Uji tea.

➡Marokoi Matcha 
Latte (hot) 3D Art, 
¥700. You might 
receive a cute 
character like this. 
Many other matcha 
dishes are available.

*All the menu items 
featured here (except the 
Rich Matcha Soft Serve 
Ice Cream) are only 
available at the Takatsuji 
Main Shop and the 
Karasuma Oike Shop.

⬆The shaved ice 
desserts are popular 
during the summer. 
Matcha Awayuki Kori 
(Kiwami) ¥1,430. The ice 
melts in your mouth as 
quickly as fresh snow.

⬆Takatsuji Main Shop exterior ⬆Takatsuji Main Shop interior ⬆Karasuma Oike 
Shop interior

⬆Matcha Jelly Ice 
Cream, ¥880. Pour on 
matcha syrup to eat.

⬆Rich Matcha Soft Serve 
Ice Cream to take out, 
¥600.

⬆Suisen Parfait, ¥1,180, is full of matcha �avor, and is a popular menu item that uses various sweets 
made with high-quality matcha tea. The dorayaki pancake and the soft and springy texture of the shi-
ratama dumplings are sure to leave a lasting impression. *All prices include tax.

Along Takatsuji-dori Street and across from busy Shijo-
dori Street, is a great sweets café that is a well-kept secret, 
conveniently located a 5-minute walk from Shijo subway 
station. �e building is reminiscent of a traditional Japanese 
townhouse, revealing a small garden inside. Subdued light-
ing creates a relaxed ambience for enjoying special desserts, 
surrounded by a Japanese mood.

�e “Suisen Parfait” is the top recommendation. Using 
high quality matcha ice cream, Japanese red-bean pancake, 
friand cake and sweet rice shiratama dumplings, it is a veri-
table assortment of matcha �avors. As might be expected 
from using �ne matcha tea, not only does it taste delicious, 
but its vivid green color also makes photos shine, making 
your trip to Japan memorable. �e “Marokoi Matcha Latte 
(hot) 3D Art” with 3D characters made by the artistic sta�, 
is also much talked about. What character will come to your 
table is something to look forward to.

You can also order sweets to go, such as the popular rich 
matcha so� serve ice cream, and “warabimochi” (bracken 
starch) sweets. Bring them back to your place of accommo-
dation and enjoy a break with Japanese sweets. Saryo Suisen 
has two other branches, so visit the one nearest you now, 
and relish the taste of top-quality matcha sweets.

COUPON Show this magazine when you order to receive 
an original present of a baked sweet. 19



Yunochaya The Original Soba Noodles
with Grated Yam Restaurant

柚之茶屋 そば・甘味処

⬆“Koke no Tsuki”, Yunochaya’s 
specialty dish.

Near Kokedera Temple, 53 Mangoku-cho,
Matsuo, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市西京区松尾万石町53（苔寺畔）
柚之茶屋

TEL: 075-381-4461   OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00
30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 

In front of Suzumushidera 
Temple Gate, Jige-cho, 
Matsumuro, Nishikyo-ku, 
Kyoto

京都市西京区松室地家町（鈴虫寺門前）
三昧庵

TEL: 075-394-6565
OPEN: 10:00 to 17:00
30 min. from Kyoto 
Station by taxi

“Koke no Tsuki” is a soba noodle dish with grated yam, 
served in a sepia-colored Kiyomizuyaki pottery bowl. �e 
yam is Japanese yam from Kyoto’s Tamba region, carefully 
grated and flavored in a mortar, and is spread over hand-
made soba noodles in a broth made from bonito and kelp. 
Decorated with an egg yolk, toasted nori seaweed and dried 
green seaweed flakes, this special dish is finished with aro-
matic yuzu fruit. At around the time of Yunochaya’s estab-
lishment, Kinkakuji Temple’s 13th chief abbot Jikai Mu-
rakami smacked his lips, declaring the dish to look just like 
the moon reflecting in the lake at Kokedera temple’s moss 
garden, and gave it the name “Koke no Tsuki” or “Moon of 
Moss”. �e restaurant was honored with one of the abbot’s 
works of calligraphy. �e dish has many repeat customers.

Sanmaian is Yunochaya’s sister sweets restaurant, located 
in front of the gates of Suzumushidera Temple. Recom-
mended dishes are the “Shiratama azuki”, rice-flour dump-
lings with plenty of Dainagon red beans from the Tamba 
region, and the “Ousu set” which includes a bowl that comes 
with sakurayu, an infusion of pickled cherry blossoms and 
boiled water. �ere are also seasonal sweets, such as hand-
made “Hiyashi ame” (cold sweet ginger drink) and “Kuro-
mitsu koori” (shaved ice with black sugar syrup) in the 
summer, and “Kuri zenzai” (red bean soup with chestnuts) 
in the winter. If you are visiting either the world heritage site 
of Kokedera Temple or Suzumushidera Temple, you are very 
welcome to drop by.

⬅The exterior of 
Yunochaya, right in 
front of the gates of 
Kokedera Temple.

COUPON Show this magazine when ordering a
meal to get a free Warabimochi dessert.

Koke no Tsuki
(soba noodles with
grated yam)

¥1,150

Nishin (herring)
soba noodles

¥1,150

Nishin (herring) soba noodles ¥950

Wheat rice with
grated yam

¥1,360

Cold soba noodles ¥890

Desserts also available

*Seating for 35 people.
*All prices include tax.

Warabimochi set ¥740

Rice with seasonal ingredients
and Tempura Udon set

Seasonal limited menu
¥1,050

Ousu set ¥790
Kyoto Namafu Dengaku set
(wheat gluten with miso sauce)

¥840

Matcha pudding set ¥890

Sanmaian
Yunochaya

苔寺畔
本家とろろ

ゆ の ちゃ や

URL: http://www.yunochaya.jp

Google MAP Google MAP

MAP21 MAP22

Located near the world heritage site of Kokedera 
Temple, and famous for its specialty soba, “Koke no 
Tsuki” (Moon of Moss).
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石窯天然酵母パン・カフェStone oven-baked natural yeast bread and café

和カフェ・ギャラリーJapanese café and gallery

TEL 075-801-0790  OPEN: Mon‒Fri 11:30‒20:00 (Fridays until 23:00), Sat‒Sun 11:00‒20:00 Closed Thu
URL: https://ranhotei.com/english/

京都府京都市中京区上瓦町６４ 京都三条会商店街内 / In the Kyoto Sanjokai Shopping Arcade, 64 Kamikawara-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

A café where you can experience Chanoyu (Tea Ceremony).
Enjoy a traditional bowl of matcha with tea master Randy Channell Soei. 

Google MAP

MAP23

TEL 075-708-7783　OPEN: 9:00‒19:00 Closed Tue　http://www.alpenrose.jp　

Bakery TEL 0742-71-4183  OPEN: 7:30‒18:00
Restaurant TEL 0742-72-4183  OPEN: 8:30‒16:00 (L.O.) Closed Tue

京都御池店：京都市中京区御池通小川東入ル石橋町427 / Kyoto Oike Shop: 427 Ishibashi-cho, Oike dori, Ogawa-higashi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

奈良本店：奈良市神功4丁目6－6 / Nara Main Shop: 4-6-6 Jingu, Nara

Alpenrose アルペンローゼ

ran Hotei らん布袋

All breads are made with 100% natural yeast, with no additives or preservatives,
bringing out the natural delicious taste of the ingredients to their fullest.
Inside, you can eat bread freshly-baked in the stone oven. Vegan breads are also available.

Natural yeast bread (approx. 50 varieties) from ¥160,
Handmade sandwiches (approx. 12 varieties) from ¥320,
Sweets (approx. 10 varieties) from ¥180, Drinks from ¥380
*All prices exclude tax. 
*For those with milk or egg allergies, a brown rice gruel bread (no milk 
used) is available which uses germinated organic brown rice.

Menu Brown 
rice gruel

Menu

Chanoyu (tea ceremony)Experience

Randy’s homemade curry and naan set  ¥950
Today’s soup (100% vegan) with fresh bread  ¥850
Koicha tofu cake (with drink)  ¥1,000
Matcha and Japanese sweet set  from ¥850

Co�ee  ¥460
�e original Matcha carbonated drink  ¥700
Beer / wine  ¥550
Japanese sake smoothie  ¥620

*All prices include tax.
*Alcoholic drinks available all day.
*All seats are non-smoking.
*No cover charge.

Google MAP

MAP24

For 2 or more people. (Bookings on the day might 
be accepted but best to reserve beforehand.) 
Fee: ¥3,500 per person
Time: approx. 1 hour
Place: ran Hotei 21



イタリア料理・バーItalian restaurant & bar

Google MAP

MAP25

TEL 075-353-2258  Weekdays/Sat: 18:00‒25:00 (L.O.)　Sun/national holidays: 18:00‒24:00 (L.O.)
Closes at 25:00 when the next day is a national holiday. No regular holidays　http://kamogawaclub.com/

京都市下京区木屋町通仏光寺上ル天王町151番地 / 151 Tenno-cho, Kiyamachi-dori, Bukkoji-agaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 

Kyoto Kamogawa Club is an Italian restaurant 6 minutes away from Keihan’s Gion Shijo station. Running along the Kamo river, which 
flows through the center of the city, it is a renovated machiya townhouse that has a nostalgic atmosphere, with counter seating as well as private 
tatami mat rooms. The food, prepared by a chef who trained at a Michelin-starred restaurant in Italy, is reputed to be delicious and typical of 
Kyoto, the mecca of traditional Japanese culture. Ingredients are carefully selected from all over Japan. The “Roast duck from Aomori” from 
the à la carte menu, is an example of an impressive Italian dish made in Japan. Courses start from ¥6,000, and all include 2 types of popular 
pasta dishes. Please enjoy them along with the 70 brands of wines kept in stock from all over the world. Of particular recommendation is the 
period from May to September of every year, when special seating is set up for the Kamo River outdoor riverside dining.

As the restaurant is a renovated townhouse, 
traces of a typically Japanese charm remain 
here and there.

Numerous dishes that are a blend of classic Italian cuisine and delicate Japanese sensibilities, from a chef who trained in Italy.

Kyoto's famous riverside dining is available from May 
to September, when you can enjoy a comforting meal 
while looking out on the Kamo River.

Many repeat customers come for the chef 's 
cuisine.

A private room made in the image of a tearoom.Roast duck from Aomori with seasonal vegetables.

Dinner courses
¥6,000 / ¥8,500 / ¥11,000

Menu

*All prices include tax, additional service
charge required.

Special menu
Seasonal course ¥8,500
A la carte dishes from ¥1,000
*All prices include tax.
*For orders other than courses, a service
charge is required (¥1,000 per person).

Kyoto Kamogawa Club 京都鴨川倶楽部
Kyoto Italian cuisine, looking as elegant as it tastes,
in a riverside townhouse facing Kiyamachi-dori Street
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お座敷フレンチFrench restaurant with Japanese-style rooms

An example from one day's menu that treasures the sense of the seasons. The hors d'oeuvres are served in bite-sized portions to be eaten 
with chopsticks.

A Kuroge Wagyu Japanese beef steak of the finest 
quality.

A teppanyaki dining experience where the 
chef prepares your food before your very 
eyes.

Seasonal Colorful Nesting Boxes (Western style) Enjoy French kaiseki-style cuisine privately in a comfortable Japanese-style room.

If you are dying to try French cuisine that can only be eaten in Japan, go to La Cachette, a 5-minute walk from Shijo subway station. The 
courses served here are a blend of French cuisine and the kaiseki cuisine of the tea ceremony, and can be eaten with chopsticks. This 
Japanese-style space built with unvarnished wood in the basement of the building truly is a hideaway, as the name in French implies. Your 
time here can be enjoyed in private. Dinners start from ¥8,000, and the 8 assorted hors d’oeuvres plate has quintessential touches of Japan 
reminiscent of the elegant arrangement of the “Hassun” course of kaiseki cuisine. Lunches start from ¥1,700, neatly laid out in nesting boxes, 
in the style of traditional Japanese lunch boxes. The chef, who trained at a 2-starred restaurant, is also very skilled at “teppanyaki” cuisine, 
which is served in a separate room equipped with an iron griddle.

Google MAP
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TEL 075-341-2233  LUNCH: 11:30‒14:00 (L.O.)　DINNER: 17:00‒22:00 (L.O.) Closed Mon　http://lacachette-french.com/

京都市下京区高辻通東洞院東入稲荷町521番地 京都高辻ビルB1階
B1 Kyoto Takatsuji Bldg., 521 Inari-cho, Takatsuji-dori, Higashinotoin-higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 

Lunch
Seasonal Colorful Nesting Boxes
( Japanese / Western style)  ¥1,700
Seasonal Flavors Lunch  ¥2,200
Lunch courses
¥3,700 / ¥4,900 / ¥6,000

Menu (French)

Menu (Teppan Dining)

*All prices include tax.

Lunch course from ¥6,000
Dinner course from ¥12,000
*All prices include tax.
*Teppan dining is by reservation only.

Dinner
French Kaiseki-style Course
¥8,000 / ¥11,000 / ¥14,000 / ¥16,500
*prices include service and tax.

La Cachette ラ・カシェット
The essence of France mixed with the sensibility of a Japanese chef,
this is French kaiseki style cuisine made to be eaten with chopsticks.
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Want to experience
Kyoto’s amazing

traditional arts & crafts?

Try your hand at “Shodo” calligraphy in this shop selling T-shirts and goods
with Japanese patterns.

TEL: 075-211-0439
OPEN: 11:00 to 20:00
(No regular holidays)
URL: http://japo-rhythm.jp/blog/1193/

京都市中京区新京極通り三条下ル桜之町407-1 詩の小路ビル2F奥
Back of 2F Utanokoji Bldg, 407-1Sakurano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto (facing Shinkyogoku-dori street, diagonally 
opposite the MOVIX cinemas)

JAPO-RHYTHM ジャポリズム

Google MAP

MAP27

How would you like to make your own 
piece of original calligraphic art, assisted 
by the shop’s designer of  Japanese-
patterned shirts? Your name will be con-
verted into Japanese characters, and you 
can experience calligraphy. A�erwards, 
you can enjoy shopping for the Japanese-
patterned goods in the store. 
Fee : ¥2,500(excl. tax), available 
from 1 person with no reservation.
Time: from about 30 to 90 minutes

COUPON

For people 
booking a 
calligraphy 
workshop, 
show this 
magazine 
and you will 
receive a 
free hanging 
scroll to 
display your 
�nished 
artwork. 

As one of the world's historical cities, Kyoto has plenty of traditional arts 
and cra�s workshops. �ey are the result of many years spent polishing 
skills and techniques. Many foreign tourists take part in traditional cra� 
workshops, favorably received as a chance to personally experience the 
Japanese sense of beauty. One temple o�ers the chance to experience Zen 
and the tea ceremony, which have caught the interest of famous entrepre-
neurs and creators from all over the world. It is possible to see how the re-
cently increasingly popular Matcha tea is made through factory tours. You 
are sure to be amazed by culture experience workshops. Why not rent a 
kimono and take a leisurely stroll down the streets of Kyoto? �e majority 
of participants come from abroad, so each of these activities are designed to 
be enjoyed by foreign visitors.
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Traditional massages in a Kyoto townhouse.
Nationally-certified therapists will ease your
fatigue, both spiritually and physically.
京都市中京区麩屋町通り姉小路下ル下白山町293-3
293-3 Shimohakusan-cho, Fuyacho-dori, Anekoji-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL 075-221-0432  OPEN: 13:00 to 23:00 everyday
*Reservations taken from 12:00 to 21:30
http://www.asahido.biz/english/index.html

Asahido Massage Therapy Clinic
朝日堂治療院

Established in 1954, Asahido o�ers the 
traditional Japanese non-oil massages of 
“shiatsu” and “anma”. Shiatsu and anma are 
massage therapies that involve applying 
pressure to the body with fingers and hands 
(pressing, kneading, tapping, shaking and 
pinching) to improve one’s health.

�e clinic has a retro-modern atmo-
sphere, and is a place for relaxing not only 
the body, but also the soul. It is conveniently 
located near a busy shopping area, and ideal 
for healing the tiredness caused by travel.

Fees:
60 minutes ¥6,000
90 minutes ¥9,000
*Major credit cards 
accepted.

Google MAP
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Making bamboo “kanzashi” hairpins as used in Kabuki and Japanese paper 
origami earrings are popular with foreign tourists. Feel the museum quality 
antiques inside and experience Japanese “wabi-sabi” at your own pace.

Fee: from ¥1,300
Time: 45 mins.

Kyoto “kanzashi”
hairpins

Fee: from ¥1,000
Time: 1 hour

Japanese paper earrings
(pierced and clip-on)

Experience traditional Kyoto culture
in a 118-year-old machiya townhouse,
close to Sanjusangendo Temple!

京都市東山区大和大路七条下ル辰巳町602
602 Tatsumi-cho, Yamato-oji, Shichijo-sagaru,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
TEL 075-708-5464
OPEN: 9:00 to 18:00 (No regular holidays)
http://waraku.d-x-b.jp/

Waraku

Google MAP

Itomaki Andon (thread spool lamp):  Fee: from ¥3,000 / Time: 60 minutes
Chopsticks making:  Fee: ¥3,000 / Time: 60 minutes

*Other workshops are available.

和楽
MAP28

Masahiro Tantoujou Sword Forge 将大鍛刀場
Private short sword-making experience
Travel Kyoto
TEL: 075-204-9533　FAX: 075-203-9937
OPEN: 10:00‒18:00 (Closed Sat., Sun. and national holidays)

Email: ni@travelkyoto.jp

<Meeting and forge location>
京都府亀岡市本梅町西加舎石敷32-1
32-1 Ishishiki, Nishikaya, Honme-cho, Kameoka-shi, Kyoto Prefecture
TEL: 0771-56-8502 50 min. from Kyoto Station by car

Google MAP

Material: Forged hard and soft iron
Reservations: Send email to Travel Kyoto
Fee: ¥58,000

In the relaxed surroundings of the suburbs, receive guidance from Yuya 
Nakanishi, a certified professional swordsmith, the only one in Kyoto and 
of which there are only 300 in the whole country, and make a knife for your 
everyday use. By repeatedly heating and hammering the metal, the structure 
of the metal becomes tighter, forging the resilience Japanese katanas are 
known for. By using a material that is a forge 
of  traditional Japanese hard and soft iron, 
you will no doubt be satisfied with the 
beauty of the finished product. For those 
with enough time, we recommend the 6 
hour course for making a Japanese knife.
*Although these are private lessons, there may be 
times where you will be learning with other 
people, depending on the number of participants.

Cancellation policy: No cancellations, plan changes or refunds 7 days before the 
reserved date. Please arrive 10 minutes before start time. To participate, you must 
be over 10 years old. Payments must all be settled in advance by credit card. 
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京都市中京区西洞院通御池下ル
Nishinotoin-dori, Oike-sagaru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL 075-223-0909
OPEN: 9:30 to 18:00 (Shop), 10:30 to 17:00 (Tea House) 
(Closed Wed. Open on national holidays.)
http://www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/

Marukyu Koyamaen
Nishinotoin Shop/Motoan Tea House

京都府宇治市槙島町中川原172-4
174-2 Nakagawara, Makishima-cho, Uji-shi, Kyoto Prefecture
TEL 0774-20-0909 (Japanese only)
Reservation Required: Minimum 4 days in advance 
Tour Languages: Japanese/English/Chinese (Mandarin)
Booking Website:
http://www.marukyu-koyamaen.co.jp/english/factory/index.html

Marukyu Koyamaen
Makishima Matcha Factory Tour

Watch an introductory video, view 
the Matcha processing facilities, visit a 
tea tasting room, visit a traditional tea 
house, and learn how to prepare and 
enjoy Matcha.

A�er the tour, you can visit the  shop 
with many varieties of fresh Ujicha teas 
such as Matcha and Hojicha, along with 
Matcha sweets, perfect for souvenirs.

Start times: 10:00, 13:30, 15:00
Tour length: about 90 minutes
For min. 2 to max. 40 people
Admission: ¥500, with a ¥500 yen 
coupon o� in-store purchases on the 
day. (Free for children under 15.)

Learn how to prepare Matcha tea Tour the Matcha Factory in Uji, Mon.–Fri.,
Reservation Required 4 days in advance

1 hour course:
10:00 to 11:00
From 2 to 4 people
Weekdays only
Please send an email to 
make a reservation.
Email address: 
info@marukyu-
koyamaen.co.jp
¥1,500 per person(sweet 
included).

Google MAP Google MAP丸久小山園  西洞院店・茶房「元庵」 丸久小山園 槙島工場
もとあん

MAP33 MAP34

Shichimi is a hot spice that Japan prides itself on.
Make your own original blend!

Ochanokosaisai おちゃのこさいさい

(10g) ¥540. *¥648 in a can.

Shichimi (seven �avor chili pepper) 
is a seasoning unique to Japan made 
with the main ingredient of cayenne 
pepper and six other spices. In Japanese 
cuisine, it is sprinkled on udon or soba 
noodles, but also goes well with other 
dishes such as pastas and soups, chang-
ing the taste to one with a sharp bite.

Look forward to how it tastes!

316-4 Kiyomizu 3 Chome, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
京都市東山区清水三丁目316-4

おちゃのこさいさい産寧坂本店

OPEN: 9:00 to 18:00

1F Kyoto Tower, 721-1 Higashishiokoji-cho, 
Karasuma-dori Shichijo-sagaru, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto

京都市下京区烏丸通七条下る東塩小路町721-1 京都タワー1階

おちゃのこさいさい京都タワーサンド店

OPEN: 9:00 to 21:00
*Other branches in Nishiki Food Market and Arashiyama.

Freedial: 0120-831-314　http://www.ochanokosaisai.com

Google MAP

Google MAP
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Kimono Art Workshop Kyo-ya

Experience making kimono pattern postcards

Choose a Japanese kimono 
pattern that  you like, and paint 
it while looking at the sample. 
�e �nished picture postcard 
will be put in a frame on the spot 
and you can take it home. Why 
not make an original postcard as 
a souvenir of your Kyoto trip?

A�er spending over 40 years 
designing kimono patterns, the 
owner started a workshop to 
teach people the wonders of 
kimono design.

京都府京都市東山区上馬町525
525 Kamiumamachi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-561-0417　Mobile: 090-1963-8650
Email: kyosuke33@gmail.com
https://kojimax1977.wixsite.com/kimono-art-workshop

キモノアートワークショップ　鏡屋

Time: 120 minutes
Reservations by email by 8:00 on the day.
Fee: ¥3,000 per person (cash only, fee 
includes frame).

Google MAP
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Ochanokosaisai Sannenzaka Main Shop

Ochanokosaisai Kyoto Tower Sando Shop

Custom blend of shichimi 
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Choose your favorite kanji ( Japanese character), 
experience calligraphy, and print a T-shirt with the 
kanji you wrote yourself.
Reservations via the website are preferable, same-
day reservations are welcome. 
Fee: ¥4,900 per person for 1 T-shirt and calligra-
phy lea�et, ¥1,500 per additional T-shirt (same 
letter and ink color).
Time: approx. 60–90 minutes

Calligraphy experience and
Kanji T-shirt making
京都市下京区四条御幸町下ル大寿町402 四条TMビル3F 
オフィスゴコマチ京都四条
Office Gokomachi Kyoto Shijo, 3F Shijo TM Bldg., Daizu-cho,
Shijo Gokomachi-sagaru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

Email: calligra.t@gmail.com
OPEN: 10:30 to 16:00 (Sat & Sun only, no regular holidays)
https://www.kanji-tshirts.com

CALLIGRA.T カリグラティー
MAP36

*All prices include tax.

Google MAP

京都市東山区高台寺下河原町526 / 526 Kodai-ji Shimokawara-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
TEL 075-561-9966　http://www.kodaiji.com

Kodai-ji Zen Temple 鷲峰山高台寺
Japanese Cultural Experiences (For group tours)

Sado is a formalized way of 
making tea to welcome guests. 
Participants are served 
“Matcha” green tea that has 
been prepared in front of them 
by a procedure called “Temae” 
(tea making).

Contents: Instruction about 
green tea, watching “Temae”, 
having sweets and “Matcha” 
tea, and a tour of Kodai-ji 
Temple grounds
Fee: ¥2,500 per person
Time: approx. 1 hour

Sado Program
(Tea Ceremony)

Google MAP

Zazen is a form of mental training. 
Once participants understand how to 
do Zazen, they can incorporate it into 
their daily lives.

Contents: Instruction on how to do 
Zazen, Zazen meditation and a tour 
of Kodai-ji Temple grounds
Fee: Adults ¥1,500,
 Children (under 18) ¥1,000.
Time: approx. 1 hour

Zazen Program 
(Meditation)

For 10 or more participants (advance reservations required)
*Some reservations are declined due to temple events. 
*All explanations are in Japanese. We do not arrange for translators.

MAP37

京都市伏見区深草稲荷御前町76
76 Onmae-cho, Fukakusainari, Fushimi-ku, Kyoto
TEL 075-606-1534　OPEN: 10:00 to 18:00
(No regular holidays)
1 min. walk from JR Inari Station, Nara line
http://www.maiko-taiken.com/

Maikozaka まいこざか
Dress in a kimono and enjoy walking
around JR Inari Station and Fushimi
Inari-taisha Shrine, TripAdvisor’s top
tourist destination

MAP35

Fee: ¥5,400 for 1 person
Rental Kimono Plan

Fee: ¥6,800 for 1 person
Maiko Plan

Fee: ¥20,800 *All plans are 90 minutes.

Family Plan (for 2)

(Maiko/Men’s kimono or Shinsengumi 
uniform)
Fee: ¥19,800 for 2 persons

Couple Plan
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May your wishes come true

Time: Approx. 30 mins
Fee:  ¥3,000 per person 
 (includes workshop & tea)  (excl. tax) 
Start times: 11:00–11:30, 14:00–18:00
Please call for reservations! TEL.075-279-0333

Traditional Japanese “Kumihimo” braids with jewelry

京都木村家宝飾細工本店　水と油
Kyoto Kimuraya Jewelry Main Shop  mizu+abura

Experience the traditional Japanese Kumihimo technique of braiding a “Kano Musubi” knot. You can enjoy cra�making 
while drinking tea as a souvenir of your trip!

Choose any color of braid and stones and make a charm for your bag or other accessories.
�e shapes that forms the Kano Musubi knot resemble the Japanese character for Kano (叶), which has the wonderful mean-

ing of “making a dream or wish come true”, and is well-known as the knot that is used on shrine amulet bags. Under bright lights 
made of famous Shigaraki-yaki pottery, our cheerful sta� will carefully teach you the skills (Time: 30 minutes).

�e shop also sells Kumihimo jewelry at reasonable prices. Our giant artistic wall that uses over 70m of kumihimo braids can 
also be an Instagram spot! Please feel free to come and have a look.

Kumihimo Bracelet Single ¥12,500 each Asobi  ¥18,500

Sankuzushi Ring
from ¥12,500, ¥17,800 Tsuchime Ring ¥10,000 Kano Musubi Necklace ¥6,800

Ajiro Big Bangle
from ¥12,000 each

京都市中京区三条通り烏丸西入ル御倉町 70 / 70 Mikura-cho, Sanjo-dori Karasuma-nishi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
TEL: 075-279-0333　OPEN: 10:30 to 19:00  Closed Tue　E-mail：info@mizutoabura.kyoto　http://www.mizutoabura.kyoto
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mizu+abura’s original Kumihimo braid and
silver accessories are also available for sale

*All prices exclude tax.
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    WORLD CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES AND
POPULAR TOURIST SPOTS
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*Taxi times from Kyoto Station are approximate, as they may vary due to traf�c conditions.

Nishi Hongwanji Temple

5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 35 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
http://www.tenryuji.com/ http://www.shokoku-ji.jp/g_about.html http://www.toji.or.jp/ http://www.city.kyoto.jp/bunshi/nijojo/

45 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

45 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 50 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 60 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
http://www.byodoin.or.jp/ http://www.kiyomizudera.or.jp/ http://www.hieizan.or.jp/ http://www.kosanji.com/

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.hongwanji.or.jp/ http://www.shokoku-ji.jp/k_about.html http://www.ninnaji.or.jp http://www.daigoji.or.jp/

40 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi http://www.ryoanji.jp/http://www.kamigamojinja.jp/ http://www.shimogamo-jinja.or.jp/

2075‐371‐5181

Kinkakuji Temple

2０７５‐４６１‐００１３

Ninnaji Temple

2０７５‐４６１‐１１５５

Daigoji Temple

Kamigamo-jinja Shrine
上賀茂神社

醍醐寺

下鴨神社

2０７５‐７８１‐００１１

Shimogamo-jinja Shrine

2０７５‐７８１‐００１０

Saihoji Temple (Kokedera Temple)

2０７５‐３９１‐３６３１

Ryoanji Temple

2０７５‐４６３‐２２１６

Tenryuji Temple

2０７５‐８８１‐１２３５

Ginkakuji Temple

2０７５‐７７１‐５７２５

Toji Temple

2０７５‐６９１‐３３２５

Nijo Castle

2０７５‐８４１‐００９６

Byodo-in Temple

2０７７４‐２１‐２８６１

Kiyomizudera Temple

2０７５‐５５１‐１２３４

Hieizan Enryakuji Temple

2０７７‐５７８‐０００１

Ujigami-jinja Shrine

2０７７４‐２１‐４６３４
2075-561-6155

Kosanji Temple

西本願寺 金閣寺 仁和寺

西芳寺（苔寺） 龍安寺

天龍寺 銀閣寺 東寺 二条城

Yasaka-jinja Shrine八坂神社

平等院 清水寺 比叡山延暦寺

宇治上神社

高山寺

2０７５‐８６１‐４２０４

A 1.5 km long path stretching from Nan-
zenji Temple to Ginkakuji Temple, famous 
for the cherry blossoms. 

A beautiful scenic spot with a 
magical bamboo forest path that 
goes on for 300m.

30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxihttp://www.yasaka-jinja.or.jp

Tetsugaku-no-michi
The Philosopher’s Walk

哲学の道

Fushimi Inari-taisha Shrine
伏見稲荷大社

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://inari.jp/

Daitokuji Temple

2０７5‐641-7331
30 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

http://www.rinnou.net/cont_03/07daitoku/

2０７5‐491-0019

Sagano Chikurin-no-michi 大徳寺嵯峨野 竹林の道

2０７５‐５７１‐０００２

10 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
2０７5‐561-0467

Sanjusangendo Temple三十三間堂

http://sanjusangendo.jp

15 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
http://www.kodaiji.com/

Kodai-ji Temple高台寺

2075-561-9966
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Insider-Guided Tours See Beyond the Surface
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Insider-Guided Tours See Beyond the Surface
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世界文化遺産
World Cultural Heritage Sites
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美術館・施設

Hotels/ryokan/accommodations
ホテル・旅館・宿泊施設
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KYOTO EVENT CALENDAR

Tetsugaku-no-michi

Kuramadera Temple

Nanzenji Temple

Eikando Temple

Kyoku-
sui-no-

utage
Apr 29

&
Nov 3

Jidai
Festival
Oct 22

Gion
Festival
Parade
Jul 17

Kurama
Fire

Festival
Oct 22

Kangetsu-
no-yube

Moon
Viewing
Sep 30

Kemari-
hajime
Jan 4

Daimonji
Gozan-
okuribi

Festival
Aug 16

Best Times and Places for Cherry Blossom Viewing 
Late March~April

Kiyomizudera Temple, Hirano-jinja Shrine, 
Daigoji Temple, Chion-in Temple, Nanzenji 
Temple, Heian-jingu Shrine, Maruyama Park, 
Tofukuji Temple, Shojiji Temple, Daikakuji 
Temple, Hirosawa-no-ike and Osawa-no-ike 
Ponds, Jonangu Shrine

Kamigamo-jinja Shrine, Tetsugaku-no-michi, 
Yase, Shinnyodo Temple, Yamashina Canal, 
Arashiyama, Sagano, Yoshiminedera Temple, 
Kinzoji Temple, Oharano-jinja Shrine, Jingoji 
Temple, Kozanji Temple, Kiyotaki, Sanzen-in 
Temple, Joshokoji Temple

Kinkakuji Temple, Shimyo-in Temple, Byodo-
in Temple, Ninnaji Temple, Kuramadera 
Temple, Bujoji Temple

Best Times and Places for Autumn Leaves Viewing 
Late October~November

Nison-in Temple, Sanzen-in Temple, 
Kurama Temple, Kifune Temple, Bujoji 
Temple, Toji-in Temple

Nijo Castle, Ginkakuji Temple, Kinzoji 
Temple, Yoshiminedera Temple, Tofukuji 
Temple, Manshu-in Temple, Joshokoji 
Temple, Kanshuji Temple

Nanzenji Temple, Jonangu Shrine, Ninnaji 
Temple, Kiyomizudera Temple, Arashiyama, 
Sagano, Shojiji Temple, Byodo-in Temple, 
Entsuji Temple, Koetsuji Temple, Kozanji 
Temple, Jingoji Temple, Shisendo Temple, 
Sekizanzen-in Temple, Jakko-in Temple, 
Joruriji Temple, Kiyotaki

Eikando Temple, Zuishin-in Temple, 
Anrakuji Temple, Sekihoji Temple

Late
 March～
  Early
   April

Late
 Oct

Early
 Nov

Mid
 Nov

Late
 Nov

Mid
 April

Late
 April

Festivals and Cultural Events

＊Event dates may change due to unforseen circumstances.

1
3
4
8‒12
21
25
2‒4
25
1
3
25‒4/7
30
1‒23
1st Sat‒ 
3rd Sun
2nd Sun
10
13‒15 　
13‒16
21‒29
29
1‒4
1‒24
3
5
15
1
1/2
5‒6

New Year Celebrations
Karuta-hajime-shiki
Kemari-hajime
Hatsu-ebisu Ceremony
Hatsu-kobo Flea Market
Hatsu-tenjin Market
Setsubun Festival
Plum Blossom Festival
Hina-matsuri Doll Festival
Nagashi-bina Doll Floating
Kitano Odori Dance
Hanezu-odori Dance
Miyako-odori Dance
Kyo Odori Dance
Yasurai Festival
Cherry Blossom Festival
Rokkakudo Temple Night Illumination
Ikenobo Ikebana Spring Exhibition
Mibu Kyogen Play
Kyokusui-no-utage
Enmado Kyogen Play
Kamogawa-odori Dance
Yabusame-shinji
Kurabe-uma Horse Racing
Aoi Festival
Kifune Festival
Kyoto Takigi Noh Play
Agata Festival

［All Kyoto shrines］
［Yasaka-jinja Shrine］
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Ebisu-jinja Shrine］
［Toji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
［Yoshida-jinja Shrine］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
［Hokyoji Temple］
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Kamishichiken Kaburenjo］
［Zuishin-in Temple］
［Kyoto Art Theater Shunjuza］
［Miyagawa Kaburenjo］
［Imamiya-jinja Shrine］
［Hirano-jinja Shrine］
［Rokkakudo Temple］
［Ikenobo Headquarters］
［Mibudera Temple］
［Jonangu Shrine］
［Senbon Enmado Temple］
［Pontocho Kaburenjo］
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Kamigamo-jinja Shrine］
［Kami/Shimogamo-jinja Shrines］
［Kifune-jinja Shrine］
［Heian-jingu Shrine］
［Agata-jinja Shrine］

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

7
9‒12
14‒16
17
21‒23
24

31(night)
7‒10
16
23/24
7
4th Mon
30
1‒5
11‒13
22
22
3
8
7‒12
9‒12
2nd Sun
30～12/25
21
25
31

Kifune Water Festival
Pottery Memorial Service
Gion Yoiyama Main Parade Events
Gion Festival (Main) Parade
Gion Yoiyama Second Parade Events
Gion Festival (Second) Parade
Mitarashi Festival
Sennichi-mairi Ceremony
Gojozaka Pottery Festival
Daimonji Gozan-okuribi Bonfire
Sento-kuyo Memorial Service
Hassaku Festival
Kushi (Comb) Festival
Kangetsu-no-yube Moon Viewing
Zuiki Festival
Autumn Mibu Kyogen Play
Jidai Festival
Kurama Fire Festival
Kyokusui-no-utage
Kanikakuni Festival
Ikenobo Ikebana Tanabata Exhibition
Ikenobo Ikebana Tanabata Exhibition
Arashiyama Momiji Festival
Kichirei Kaomise Kogyo（Kabuki）
Shimai-kobo Flea Market
Shimai-tenjin Market
Okera-mairi Ceremony

［Kifune-jinja Shrine］
［Senbon Shakado Temple］
［Various Yamahoko-machi］
［Kyoto City Center］
［Various Yamahoko-machi］
［Kyoto City Center］
［Shimogamo-jinja Shrine］
［Atago-jinja Shrine］
［Along Gojo-dori Street］
 
［Adashino Nenbutsuji Temple］
［Matsuo-taisha Shrine］
［Yasui Konpiragu Shrine］
［Daikakuji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
［Mibudera Temple］
［Heian-jingu Shrine］
［Yuki-jinja Shrine］
［Jonangu Shrine］
［Gion Shirakawa River］
［Ikenobo Headquarters］
［Takashimaya Dept. Store］
［Arashiyama Hoshokai］

［Toji Temple］
［Kitano Tenmangu Shrine］
［Yasaka-jinja Shrine］

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

5 day period
before & after
Doyo no Ushi no Hi
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The taste of Kyoto - fine food you must eat!

�is is a long-established restaurant that 
continues to pass on its traditional �avors 
for more than 300 years. �e "Imobou" 
dish of stewed ebi imo (taro) and bodara 
(dried cod) is a typically Kyoto �avor.

IMOBOU Hiranoya
Honten いもぼう平野家本店

春神

花郷

日月庵

きたむら

十六代権太夫

Kyoto cuisine
G I O N

Chion-in Minamimon-mae, Maruyamakoen-nai,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

Imobou
Gozen
from ¥2,500

Yuki
Gozen 
¥3,000

Maruyama
Gozen
¥5,000

TEL: 075-561-1603
OPEN: 10:30 to 20:30 (L.O. 20:00)
http://www.imobou.net/english.html

Near Kiyomizudera Temple, you can enjoy 
seasonal Kyoto cuisine with a view of all of Kyoto. 
�e reasonably priced lunch is also popular.

Nichigetsuan Kyoto cuisine
KIYOMIZU

2-232, Kiyomizuzaka, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

Kiyomizu
Gozen
from ¥2,500

Yudofu
Kaiseki
¥3,000

(boiled
tofu)

*Reservation required
Kyoto Vegetables Kaiseki*
¥5,000

TEL: 075-561-0077
OPEN: 10:30 to 21:00 (L.O.20:00)
http://www.nichigetsuan.com/index.html

Enjoy colorful Kyoto cuisine, especially during 
the summer riverside dining that the Pontocho 
area is famous for. Feel free to try the numerous 
single dishes, too.

Harukami Kyoto cuisine
PONTOCHO

169-3 Kashiwaya-cho, 10m in on the west side, north of intersection
of Pontocho and Shijo-dori streets, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

169-3 Kashiwaya-cho, 10m in on the west side, north of intersection
of Pontocho and Shijo-dori streets, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-221-0011
OPEN: 11:00 to 15:00(L.O.14:00), 17:00 to 23:00(L.O.21:00)
http://harukami.jp/

�e restaurant is at the back of a narrow 
alleyway o� Pontocho street. Enjoy shrimp 
and Kyoto vegetable tempura, fried fresh right 
before your eyes.

Kitamura Tempura
PONTOCHO

TEL: 075-221-0011
OPEN: 11:00 to 15:00(L.O.14:00), 17:00 to 23:00(L.O.21:00)
http://harukami.jp/kitamura/

In Gion's re�ned Hanamikoji street, you 
can enjoy a Kyoto kaiseki course with 
seasonal ingredients. A Maiko accompani-
ment can also be arranged (reservation 
required).

Hanasato Kyoto cuisine
G I O N

South of intersection of Hanamikoji and Shijo-dori streets, 3rd
street in on the west corner, Gionmachi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

Nishin           soba ¥1,000
Kitsune               udon ¥700
Tempura udon ¥1,100

*All prices exclude tax.

Yasaka from ¥3,000 / ¥4,000 / ¥5,000

Kaiseki courses
from ¥8,000 / ¥12,000 / ¥15,000

[Day]

*Additional 10% service charge is required

[Evening]

Harukami course ¥2,000
Maiko course ¥3,000

Pontocho course from ¥4,000
Kamogawa course ¥5,000

[Day]

[Evening]

Ebitendon
Chidori course ¥3,000

¥1,300(shrimp tempura
on a bowl of rice)

(herring)

(deep-fried
tofu)

Miyabi course ¥5,000

[Day]

[Evening]

TEL: 075-561-3311
OPEN: 11:00 to 15:30(L.O. 14:30), 17:00 to 22:00(L.O.20:00)
http://www.gion-hanasato.jp/index.html

Recommended for lunch during a visit to 
Kiyomizudera Temple, enjoy Kyoto udon 
noodles that use only specially selected 
ingredients for the noodles and stock.

Jurokudai Gondayu Udon & Soba
KIYOMIZU

559 Yugyomae-cho, northeast corner, north of intersection of
Higashi-oji and Gojo-dori streets, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

TEL: 075-525-2005
OPEN: Weekdays 11:00 to 16:00(L.O.), Weekends &
holidays 11:00 to 17:00(L.O.)
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KANSAI TOURIST
INFORMATION CENTER

（3F Kyoto Tower）

ht tp : //www.t ic - kansa i .jp/

外國旅客專用旅遊服務處外国旅客专用旅游服务处
Sightseeing information center for foreign tourists

scan

Information
Services

觀光資訊服務
观光指南服务

从京都、关西至日本全国各地 ／ 京都、關西至日本全域
From Kyoto, Kansai throughout Japan

Free Wi-Fi

免費Wi-Fi
免费Wi-Fi

Prayer Room

祈禱室
礼拜室

Money
Exchange
Machine

外幣兌換機
外币兑换机

旅游服务处 ／ 旅遊櫃台
Travel desk

Accommodation

住宿預約
住宿设施预约

Tickets & Passes
for Tourists

外國遊客專用特惠車票及周遊卡
外国游客专用特惠车票及周游卞

Baggage
Storage &
Delivery
Service

行李服務
行李服务一日遊行程

一日游的旅行

Day-trip
Tours

京都塔三樓
京都塔3楼3F KYOTO TOWER

TOURIST INFORMATION!!KTIC
Memories start from here

Keihan Railway

Keihan Railway

Gion, Kiyomizu-dera Temple, Fushimi-Inari
Taisha Shrine, Uji, Byodoin Temple, Osaka Castle

[From Osaka Municipal Subway]

Unlimited rides on all lines of Keihan Railway and
Otokoyama Cable Line (excluding the Otsu Line)

Unlimited rides between
Yawatashi and Demachiyanagi Stations

on Keihan Main Line, Keihan Uji Line
and Otokoyama Cable Line

KYOTO-OSAKA SIGHTSEEING PASS <1day>

Gion, Kiyomizu-dera Temple,
Fushimi-Inari Taisha Shrine,

Fushimi Sake Breweries,
Uji, Byodoin Temple

KYOTO SIGHTSEEING PASS
 <1day>

Gion, Kiyomizu-dera Temple, Fushimi-Inari
Taisha Shrine, Fushimi Sake Breweries, Uji,
Byodoin Temple, Osaka Castle

KYOTO-OSAKA SIGHTSEEING PASS <1day • 2day>

KYOTO-OSAKA
SIGHTSEEING PASSES

3F Kyoto Tower（3-minute walk from JR Kyoto Station Karasuma Gate）

10:00a.m. - 6:00p.m.
Business hours

+ 81-75-341-0280
TEL

〈Closed from December 30 to January 3〉KYOTO

DAIMARU
SHINSAIBASHI

Kansai International Airport
KIX Terminal1

Daimaru Shinsaibashi Store South Building 2F, Osaka

Central 1F, Terminal 1 Building
TEL +81-72-456-6160

TEL +81-6-6244-7100

7:00a.m. - 10:00p.m.

Kansai International Airport
KIX Terminal2 Terminal 2 Building

TEL +81-72-456-863011:30a.m. - 7:30p.m.

10:30a.m. - 9:00p.m.

March 31.2019

Keihan Railway

800
400

600
300

1,200
600 ＊Prices are as of Feb 1, 2018. 

Please visit our website for 
more details.

Osaka Municipal Transportation Bureau: 
Unlimited rides on all subway, New Tram and bus lines
Keihan Railway: Unlimited rides on all lines of the Keihan
Railway and Otokoyama Cable Line (excluding the Otsu Line)
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